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Abstract

Most existing work on sensor networks concentrates on finding efficient ways to forward data from
the information source to the data centers, and not much work has been done on collecting local data and
generating the data report. This paper studies this issue by proposing techniques to detect and track a
mobile target. We introduce the concept of dynamic convoy tree-based collaboration (DCTC), and for-
malize it as a multiple objective optimization problem which needs to find a convoy tree sequence with
high tree coverage and low energy consumption. We propose an optimal solution which achieves 100%
coverage and minimizes the energy consumption under certain ideal situations. Considering the real con-
straints of a sensor network, we propose several practical implementations: the conservative scheme and
the prediction-based scheme for tree expansion and pruning; the sequential and the localized reconfig-
uration schemes for tree reconfiguration. Extensive experiments are conducted to compare the practical
implementations and the optimal solution. The results show that the prediction-based scheme outperforms
the conservative scheme and it can achieve similar coverage and energy consumption to the optimal so-
lution. The experiments also show that the localized reconfiguration scheme outperforms the sequential
reconfiguration scheme when the node density is high, and the trend is reversed when the node density is
low.

Index Terms: Reconfiguration, prediction, convoy tree, target tracking, sensor networks.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in digital electronics, microprocessor, micro-electro-mechanics, and wireless communi-

cation have enabled the deployment of large scale sensor networks where thousands of small sensors are

distributed over a vast field to obtain fine-grained, high-precision sensing data. Due to many attractive char-

acteristics of sensor nodes such as small size and low cost, sensor networks [2, 12, 15, 19] become adopted to

many military and civil applications, such as target tracking, surveillance, environmental control, and health

care.

This paper studies the problem of detecting and tracking a mobile target, and monitoring a particular

region surrounding the target in sensor networks. As shown in Figure 1, the sensor nodes surrounding an
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Figure 1: Using convoy tree to track the target

adversary tank detect and track the tank and its surrounding area which may include enemy soldiers. These

nodes collaborate among themselves to aggregate data about the tank as well as its surrounding area, and one

of them (i.e., the root) generates a data report. The data report can be saved locally waiting for other node’s

query, or can be forwarded to single or multiple data centers (the sinks), which can be a static command

center or moving soldiers. Other examples can be found in applications such as tracking an important target

(e.g., an important person) in a parade, or a valuable animal (e.g., a panda) in the forest. As design goals, the

sensor nodes surrounding the moving target should promptly provide robust and reliable status information

about the mobile target and the region around it in an energy efficient way, and the network should forward

this information to the sinks in a fast and energy efficient way.

Most existing researches in sensor networks, e.g., the directed diffusion [10, 13], LEACH [9] and TTDD

[22], concentrate on finding efficient ways to forward the data report to the data center, and not much work has

been done on how to detect the mobile target and generate robust and reliable reports in an energy efficient

way. Recently, Chuet al. [6, 23] studied the problem of tracking a mobile target using an information-

driven approach. However, their approach assumed that a single node close to a target can detect the status

of the target, and did not consider the collaboration among nodes that can detect the target at the same time.

Because sensor nodes deployed in current sensor networks do not have a large sensing distance, or a high

level of sensing accuracy and node reliability, Cerpaet al. [5] suggested that multiple nodes surrounding the

target should collaborate to make the collected information more complete, reliable and accurate. However,

no concrete algorithm was given.

In this paper, we propose aDynamic Convoy Tree-based Collaboration (DCTC)framework to detect and

track the mobile target and monitor its surrounding area. DCTC relies on a tree structure calledconvoy

tree1, which includes sensor nodes around the moving target, and the tree is dynamically configured to add

some nodes and prune some nodes as the target moves. Figure 1 illustrates how to use the convoy tree to

track a mobile target. As the target first enters the detection region, sensor nodes that can detect the target

collaborate with each other to select a root and construct an initial convoy tree. Relying on the convoy tree,

1We use the word “convoy tree” to differentiate it from the normal tree structure since convoy tree is a moving tree which tracks
the target.
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the root collects information from the sensor nodes and refine these information to obtain more complete

and accurate information about the target using some classification algorithms [11, 12]. As the target moves,

some nodes in the tree become far away from the target and are pruned. Since most sensor nodes stay asleep

before the target arrives for power saving, the root should predict the target moving direction and activate

the right group of sensor nodes so that these nodes can detect the target as soon as the target shows up. As

the convoy tree reconfigures itself, the root may also need to be changed to optimize the communication

overhead. Figure 1 (b) shows how the convoy tree reconfigures itself with a new root.

A big challenge of implementing the DCTC framework is how to reconfigure the convoy tree in an energy

efficient way as the target moves. To address this problem, we first formalize it as an optimization problem

of finding a min-cost convoy tree sequence with high tree coverage, and give an optimal solution (o-DCTC)

based on dynamic programming. Considering the constraints of sensor networks, we propose some practical

solutions. Specifically, we propose two tree expansion and pruning schemes: theconservativescheme and

the prediction-basedscheme, and two tree reconfiguration schemes: thesequential reconfigurationand the

localized reconfiguration. We also evaluate the performance of the optimal solution and the practical imple-

mentations through extensive simulations. Based on the simulation results, when the same reconfiguration

scheme is used, the prediction-based scheme outperforms the conservative scheme and it can achieve a similar

coverage and energy consumption to the optimal solution. When using the same scheme for tree expansion

and pruning, the localized reconfiguration scheme outperforms the sequential reconfiguration scheme when

the node density is high, and the trend is reversed when the node density is low.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model and the basic

framework of DCTC. Section 3 presents an optimal DCTC based on dynamic programming. In section 4,

we propose practical solutions to improve the performance considering the constraints of sensor networks.

Section 5 evaluates different solutions and compares them to the optimal solution. Section 6 concludes the

paper.

2 The System Model

A sensor network can be modeled as a graphG(V;E), where each vertex represents a sensor node, and there

is an edge between two nodes when they are within each other’s communication range. Each node is aware of

its own location by using GPS [1] or other techniques such as triangulation [4]. Each sensor node can be in the

active mode or sleep mode. In the active mode, the node can sense the target, send and receive data. An active

node can select its transmission power from the followingn levels: u1 � u2 � � � � � un. Corresponding

to the power level it selects, it has one of the following communication ranges:d1 � d2 � � � � � dn. Here,

the relation between the power level and the communication range satisfies the following energy model [8]:

ui = a � d2i + c, wherea andc are constants.

To save power, the sensor nodes stay in the sleep mode most of the time based on the GAF protocol [20].
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Figure 2: Dividing a sensor network into grids

As shown in Figure 2, the sensor network is divided into grids, where each pair of nodes in neighboring

grids can communicate directly with each other. When there is no target close to a grid, only the grid head

is required to be awake, and other nodes only need to wake up periodically. Each node maintains some

information about the nodes in the same grid, e.g., the locations. Through the discovery process of the GAF

protocol, each node can learn the information about other nodes in the same grid. When a mobile target2

enters the detection region, the grid head will wake up all nodes inside the grid.

Let ts (te) denote the time when the target enters (leaves) the detection region of the network. At any time

t (ts � t < te), the set of sensor nodes that should participate in detecting the target is denoted asSt. Note

that,St is application specific, and may be affected by several factors such as the sensing capacity of sensor

nodes, the precision and reliability demands on the sensing results, the size of the target,etc. In this paper, we

assume thatSt includes all the nodes whose distance to the current location of the target is less thands. Also,

we call the circle that is centered at the current location of the target and has a radius ofds as themonitoring

regionof the target at timet.

Figure 3 illustrates the basic design of DCTC. With DCTC, aconvoy treeof a target is formed as soon

as the target enters the detection region of the network. Every certain time interval3, each node in the tree

generates a sensing report and sends the report to its parent, which forwards the report to the root. After the

root has received all the reports, it processes them to generate a final report that will be sent to the sinks. From

the processing results, the root obtains the current location of the target. Based on this information, it may

add some new nodes, prune some existing nodes, or reconfigure itself. The convoy tree at timet is denoted

asTt(R), which is formally defined as follows:

Definition 1 (convoy tree): Convoy treeTt(R) = hVt; Eti, whereVt is the set of nodes that are awake and

participate in detecting the target at timet, Et is the set of edges connecting nodes to their parents, andR is

the root of the tree.

2In this paper, we only consider the problem of detecting a single mobile target at one time.
3To make easy the presentation, we assume that time is discrete and the time interval is1.
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When a target shows up for the first time, an initial

The root collects data from nodes surrounding the
target, and process the data.

convoy tree is constructed.

The structure of the tree is reconfigured if necessary. 

When the target moves, the membership
of the tree is changed.

Figure 3: The basic structure of DCTC

One important attribute of a treeTt is thetree coverage, which is defined as

j Vt \ St j

j St j
:

Intuitively, the tree coverage is the number of nodes in the tree as a fraction of the number of nodes that can

detect the target. We useVt \ St instead ofVt, because some nodes in the tree cannot detect the target but

haven’t been pruned yet. When all nodes that can detect the target are in the tree, the tree coverage reaches

100%. Increasing the tree coverage can increase the number of nodes involved in the target detection, which

helps obtain more accurate information about the target. Some nodes may only detect part of the target, or

some angle of the target. Some sensor nodes may be malicious or have malfunction. In such an environment,

redundancy is helpful. With some level of redundancy, the root can obtain more accurate information about

the target. Note that the root will remove some redundant information and only send the essential information

to the data center. Certainly, the root may fail or even be a malicious node. To deal with this kind of problem,

other nodes need to monitor what happens with the root. When the root fails, its neighboring nodes need

to collaborate to elect a new one. They may even periodically send some encrypted information to the data

center directly if the root is suspected to be malicious. Since this is not the major concern of the paper, we

will not further discuss it.

The other important attribute of treeTt(R) is the energy consumed for collecting the sensing data via this

tree. Letr denote the size of the sensing data generated by nodei, e(i; R) denote the total energy consumed

by transmitting one unit of information from nodei toR through the path on the tree. The amount of energy

consumed for data collection is defined as

Ed(Tt(R)) = r �
X
i2Vt

e(i; R):
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The convoy tree reconfigures itself as the target moves. A collection of trees at different time interval form

aconvoy tree sequence, which is denoted as

�(ts; te; Ts(R)) = hTs(Rs); Tts+1(Rts+1); � � � ; Tte(Rte)i;

wherets is the start time of the first data collection process. When the parameterTs(R) is not necessary, it

will be removed for simplicity.

The average tree coverage of�(ts; te) is defined as
Pte

t=ts j Vt \ St j = j St j

te � ts + 1
:

The total energy consumption of�(ts; te; Ts) is defined as

E(�(ts; te; Ts)) = Ed(Ts) +
t=teX

t=ts+1

[Et(Tt�1; Tt) +Ed(Tt)]

whereEt(Tt�1; Tt) is the energy consumed by the transformation fromTt�1 to Tt. A convoy tree sequence

�(ts; te; Ts) is amin-cost convoy tree sequence if(8�0(ts; te; Ts))(E(�(ts; te; Ts)) � E(�0(ts; te; Ts))).

Generally speaking, there is a tradeoff between tree coverage and energy consumption, and we should not

optimize only one of them without considering the constraint of the other. This can be further explained by

an example. If there is no constraint on the energy consumption, the tree coverage can reach 100% by adding

all nodes to the tree. Similarly, without considering the constraints of the tree coverage, finding a min-cost

convoy tree sequence is trivial. However, it is a challenge to find a min-cost convoy tree sequence whose

average coverage is larger than a certain value. In the next section, we study a special case of this problem:

finding a min-cost convoy tree sequence that can reach 100% coverage, which can only be solvable under

ideal situations.

3 The Optimal DCTC Scheme

If each node has the information about the network topology, and the moving trace of the target is known,

we can design an optimal DCTC (o-DCTC) to find a min-cost tree with the constraint that the tree coverage

is 100%. Since the whole target trace is known, the tree coverage can reach 100% by expanding the convoy

tree to include all nodes and only those nodes that are included in the monitoring region of the target. Also,

each of these nodes can be pruned from the tree as long as they are out of the monitoring region.

Different from the general problem of finding a min-cost convoy tree sequence, in this section, we consider

convoy trees that contain and only contain nodes that are within the monitoring region of a target. To help

understand o-DCTC, we provide the formal definitions for this special kind of trees and the min-cost convoy

tree sequences that contain only this kind of trees.

Definition 2 (min-convoy tree): A convoy treeTt(R) is a min-convoy tree if and only ifTt(R) contains and

only contains nodes inSt.
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Notations:

� �t: a set of convoy tree sequence.

The o-DCTC algorithm:
FunctionDCTC(t; te;�t)
1 if t = te then
2 find� 2 �t, such that,8�0 2 �i(E(�) � E(�0));
3 returnE(�);
4 else
5 �t+1 = ;;
6 for eachTt+1 which is a min-convoy tree at timet+ 1
7 min eng = 1;
8 for each�t 2 �t
9 appendTt+1 to �t to get�t+1;
10 if E(�t+1) � min eng then
11 min eng = E(�t+1); �0 = �t+1;
12 �t+1 = �t+1 + f�0g;
13 DCTC(t+ 1; te;�t+1)

begin
DCTC(ts; te; fhTsig)

end.

Figure 4: The optimal DCTC scheme

Definition 3 (min-convoy tree sequence): A convoy tree sequence�(ts; te) is a min-convoy tree sequence if

and only if8�0(ts; te)(E(�(ts; te) � E(�0(ts; te)^ trees in�(ts; te) and�0(ts; te) are all min-convoy trees).

In the rest of the section, we present a centralized algorithm that uses dynamic programming to compute

a min-convoy tree sequence in Figure 4, and prove some properties of this algorithm. The algorithm is based

on the following recursive relation:

o-DCTC(t; te; T ) =

8>>><
>>>:

Ed(T ); if t = te;

MINTt+12Tt+1fE
d(Tt) +Et(Tt; Tt+1) + o -DCTC(t+ 1; te; Tt+1)g,

if t < te:

(1)

HereTt is the set of all min-convoy trees at timet. We show the correctness of the o-DCTC algorithm by

proving thato-DCTC(t; te; Tt) in Equation 1 can compute a min-convoy tree sequence starting fromTt.

Theorem 1 Let�m(t; te; Tt) be a min-convoy tree sequence,o-DCTC(t; te; Tt) = E(�m(t; te; Tt)), where

o-DCTC is defined in Equation (1).

Proof by induction ont.

(1) Base:Whent = te, E(�m(t; te; Tt)) = E(hTti) = Ed(Tt), ando-DCTC(t; te; Tt) = Ed(Tt). There-

fore,E(�m(t; te; Tt)) = o-DCTC(t; te; Tt).

7



(2) Induction: Assume thato-DCTC(t; te; Tt) = E(�m(t; te; Tt)) for t > te � n; n � 1. We want to prove

that it holds whent = te � n.

(a) Let�m(t; te; Tt) = hTt; T
0
t+1; � � � ; T

0
tei. Thus,

E(�m(t; te; Tt))

= Ed(Tt) +Et(Tt; t
0
t+1) +E(hT 0

t+1; � � � ; T
0
tei)

� Ed(Tt) + Et(Tt; t
0
t+1) + E(�m(t + 1; te; T

0
t+1)), where�m(t + 1; te; T

0
t+1) is a min-convoy tree

sequence.

= Ed(Tt) +Et(Tt; t
0
t+1) + o-DCTC(t+ 1; te; T

0
t+1), according to the induction assumption.

� o-DCTC(t; te; Tt), according to Equation (1).

(b) On the other hand,

Let o-DCTC(t; te; Tt) = Ed(Tt) +Et(Tt; T
00
t+1) + o-DCTC(t+ 1; te; T

00
t+1). Thus,

o-DCTC(t; te; Tt)

= Ed(Tt) + Et(Tt; T
00
t+1) + E(�m(t + 1; te; T

00
t+1)), where�m(t + 1; te; T

00
t+1) is a min-convoy tree

sequence.

= E(hTt; T
00
t+1; � � � ; T

00
tei)

� E(�m(t; te; Tt)).

Therefore,�m(t; te; Tt) = o-DCTC(t; te; Tt).

Theorem 2 If the maximum number of min-convoy trees at any time isM , the computational complexity of

the o-DCTC algorithm isO((te � ts + 1) �M2).

Proof This can be drawn by examining the functionDCTC, which is executed for(te � ts) + 1 times. In

each execution, the maximum number of executing thefor loop of lines 6-12 is equal toM , and the maximum

number of executing thefor loop of lines 8-11 is also equal toM . Thus, the computational complexity is

equal toO((te � ts + 1) �M2) in the worst case.

Tree Expansion/Pruning and Reconfiguration in o-DCTC

Till now, we are discussing the o-DCTC scheme in an abstract way, and have not mentioned how to calculate

the energy consumed for transforming one tree to another. To do this, we need to know how nodes are

added/pruned and how a tree is reconfigured in the ideal situation. Note that the method for calculating the

energy consumption for data collection is already defined in the previous section.

First, we introduce an algorithm used to calculate a min-cost convoy tree. It is similar to theDijkstra’

algorithm for solving the single-path problem in a weighted graph [7]. The correctness proof is also similar

to that provided in [7]. Note that all the notations used in this algorithm have been defined before.

Algorithm 1 MinCostTree(V,e,R)

1Q = V
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2 WhileQ 6= ;

3 findu 2 Q such that(8v 2 Q)(e(u;R) � e(v;R));

4 for eachv that is a neighbor ofu

5 if e(v; u) + e(u;R) < e(v;R) then

6 e(v;R) = e(v; u) + e(u;R); changev’s parent to beu.

7 Q = Q� fug.

At time t = ts; ts+1; :::; te, the convoy treeTt(R) needs to expand itself to include nodes that will detect

the target at timet+ 1. The tree expansion procedure is defined as follows:

1. R defines the new set of nodes to join the tree asSnew = St+1 � Vt.

2. R multicasts a messagewake up(Lt+1) to the heads of the grids that contain nodes inSnew. Receiving

thewake up, the grid head wakes up those nodes.

3. After a node wakes up, it callsMinCostTree(St+1; e; R) to compute the min-cost convoy tree and

joins the tree by attaching to the parent node computed by the algorithm.

The tree pruning process is similar to the tree expansion process. Here, the notification message is called

power down, and only nodes inSold = Vt � St+1 are notified. When a node receives thepower down

message, it leaves the tree and returns to sleep if it is not the grid head.

A tree reconfiguration procedure which transformsTt+1(R) to Tt+1(R0), whereR0 2 Vt+1, is defined as

follows:

1. R0 multicasts a messagereconf(R0; Lt+1) to the heads of the grids that contain the nodes inSt+1.

Receiving the message, the grid head broadcasts the message to those nodes.

2. After a node receivesreconf(R0; Lt+1), it callsMinCostTree(St+1; e; R
0) to compute the min-cost

convoy tree and changes its parent to the one computed by the algorithm.

From the description of the above processes, we know that the overhead for reconfiguring a tree (i.e,

Et(Tt(R); Tt+1(R
0)) ) includes the energy consumed for transmitting the messageswake up, power down

andreconf during the reconfiguration.

4 Design and Implementation of DCTC

Although the o-DCTC scheme can optimize the energy consumption and achieve a 100% tree coverage, it is

not practical since it assumes that the moving target trace is known asa priori and each node has knowledge

about the network topology. In this section, we propose some practical solutions to implement the DCTC

framework.
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4.1 Constructing the Initial Tree

When a target first enters the detection region of a sensor network, the sensor nodes that are awake and close

to the target can detect it. Then, these sensor nodes need to construct an initial convoy tree by first selecting

a node to be the root of the tree. Many leader election algorithms [18] can be used to select the root. Since

this is not the major concern of this paper, we only present the basic idea of a simple solution, which selects

the node closest to the target as the root. If two or more nodes have the same distance to the target, nodeid

(can be the MAC address) is used to break the tie. This selection criterion is based on the following intuitive

reasons: First, if the root is close to the target, i.e., close to the geographic center of the nodes in the tree, the

tree should have a short height and small energy consumption during data collection. Second, since there may

be multiple moving sinks [22] distributed in the network, selecting a root that is far away from the sensing

nodes may not be a good solution. Note that this is different from some existing work [10] where collected

data will be forwarded to the same sink. In some cases, the new root may be some special powerful node,

which can cache the data and wait for other nodes to query the data. In this case, the root selection process

will be much simpler.

This algorithm has two phases. In the first phase, each nodei broadcasts to its neighbors anelection(di; idi)

message with its distance to the target (di) and its ownid. If a node does not receive any election message

with (dj ; idj) that is smaller than(di; idi), it becomes a root candidate. Otherwise, it gives up and selects the

neighbor with the smallest(dj ; idj) to be its parent. Since the nodes may not be within one-hop communi-

cation range of each other4, two or more root candidates may exist after the first phase. In the second phase,

each root candidatei floods awinner(di; idi) message to other nodes that can detect the target. When a root

candidatei receives a winner message with(dj ; idj) that is smaller than(di; idi), it gives up the candidacy

and constructs a path to nodej by reversing the path on which the winner message is sent. Eventually, all root

candidates give up but one with the smallest(di; idi) becomes the root. These election and winner messages

are limited to only nodes that can detect the target. The selection process only takes a very short time, so

there should not be a case where new nodes keep adding into the root election process. The initial convoy tree

constructed in this way may not be a min-cost convoy tree, and may have low coverage. The tree expansion

and reconfiguration schemes, which will be presented later, can be used to reconstruct a better convoy tree

with high coverage and low cost.

4.2 Tree Expansion and Pruning

For each time interval, the root adds some nodes and removes some nodes as the target moves. To identify

which node to be added and removed, we study two schemes: theconservativescheme and theprediction-

basedscheme.

In the conservative scheme, as shown in Figure 5(a), the nodes that should be in the tree are those whose

4We assume there is no network partition.
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distance to the current location of the target is less thanvt(1 + �) + ds, wherevt is the current velocity of

the target,� is a parameter, andds is the radius of the monitoring region. This scheme assumes that the

target may move in any direction with a velocity less thanvt(1 + �). Obviously,� should be large enough

in order to achieve a high tree coverage. However, if� is too large, the expanded tree may contain a lot of

redundancy; i.e., many nodes which should not be in the tree are added to the tree. This will increase the

power consumption since these nodes cannot be in the power save mode.

location of the target at 
time t.

root

ds

vt +beta+ds

root

Predicted location of the target

location of the target at 
time t.

sd

ds

at time t+1

(a) The conservative scheme (b) The prediction-based scheme

Figure 5: Tree expansion and pruning

The prediction-based scheme is proposed to reduce the redundant nodes added by the conservative scheme.

This scheme assumes that certain movement prediction techniques can be used to predict the future location

of the target. Therefore, only nodes located within the estimated monitoring region are added to the tree.

As shown in Figure 5(b), only nodes whose distance to the predicted location are less thands are added.

Since the prediction may not be accurate, the tree coverage may be reduced. However, considering the target

moving direction is not frequently changing, the chance of correctly predicting the target moving direction is

high. Hence, the advantage of using prediction outweighs its negative effects. Due to space limit, we do not

present the details of the movement prediction technique, which can be found in [14, 3].

After the nodes that should be added to the tree and those that should be pruned from the tree are identified,

the root notifies them by sending notification messages to the heads of the grids that contain these nodes.

A grid head receiving a prune message immediately broadcasts it to the nodes in the grid, and the nodes

receiving the message leave the tree and return to sleep. When a grid head receives a join message, it wakes

up the sensor nodes in its grid. It also requests for the locations and costs of the nodes within its neighboring

grids that are closer to the root. After receiving all these information, they are broadcast to the nodes in the

grid, which find the appropriate parents to minimize their costs of sending packets to the root. The algorithm

for finding the parent is the same as that used in the tree reconfiguration schemes, which will be presented

next.
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4.3 Tree Reconfiguration

4.3.1 The Basic Scheme

When the target moves, the sensor nodes that participate in the detection change accordingly. If many nodes

become far away from the root, a large amount of energy may be wasted for them to send their sensing data to

the root. To reduce the energy consumption, the root should be replaced by a node closer to the center of the

monitoring region (i.e., the moving target), and the tree should be reconfigured. Due to the reconfiguration

cost, the tree should not be reconfigured too frequently, especially when the current root is still close to the

target. In our solution, the reconfiguration is triggered by a simple heuristic, which is based on the distance

between the root and the current location of the target. If this distance is larger than a threshold, the tree

should be reconfigured; otherwise, it should not. We set the reconfiguration threshold to be

dm + � � vt

wheredm is a parameter to specify the minimum distance that triggers the reconfiguration,vt is the velocity

of the target at timet, and� is a parameter to specify the impact of the velocity.

If the tree should be reconfigured based on the heuristic, a new root should be selected. This new root

should be a node close to the current location of the target. When multiple nodes exist, one of them can be

randomly chosen. We already explained part of the reason in Section 4.1. Choosing a node close to the target

is helpful for constructing a tree with short height and less energy consumption during data collection. This

will be a good option when multiple sinks exist, or when the data has to be cached in the network, waiting

for other nodes to query the data. The process for root migration is briefly described as follows after the new

root has been chosen. The current root first finds the grid that covers the current location of the target. Then,

it sends a migration request to the grid head. Receiving the request, the grid head forwards the message to

the new root.

After the root has been changed, the tree needs to be reconfigured to minimize the energy consumption

for data collection. In Section 3, we presented theMinCostTree algorithm to construct a min-cost convoy

tree under the assumption that each node is aware of the locations of all nodes in the tree. Due to the high

overhead of maintaining these information, this algorithm may not be suitable for a real sensor network.

Another option is based on broadcasting. In this approach, the new root first broadcasts areconf message

to its neighbors. A node receiving thereconf rebroadcasts the message and attaches its location and the cost

of sending a packet to the root. When any other node receives thereconf , it waits for certain time interval

and collects thereconf messages sent during this interval. After that, it changes its parent to be a selected

neighbor, so that the cost of sending packets to the root via this neighbor is smaller than via any other known

neighbors. After this, it broadcasts areconf attaching its location and the cost of sending a packet to the root.

This process will continue until all nodes that are within the monitor region are added to the tree. Using this

approach, a node does not need to maintain the information about other nodes since the information can be
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obtained from neighbors during the reconfiguration process. However, the broadcasting overhead is too high,

and it is difficult for a node to decide how long it should wait to collect the information from its neighbors.

To address this issue, we present two practical tree reconfiguration schemes: thesequential reconfiguration

scheme, and thelocalized reconfigurationscheme.

4.3.2 Sequential Reconfiguration
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Figure 6: The sequential tree reconfiguration

The proposed sequential reconfiguration scheme is based on the grid structure. The main idea has been

illustrated in Figure 6. As shown in Figure 6(a), the new root (in gridg0) initiates the reconfiguration by

broadcasting areconf message to the nodes in the its own grid, and sending the message to the heads of its

neighboring grids (i.e.,g1; g2; g3 andg4). Thereconf includes information about nodes in its own grid such

as the locations of these nodes and the cost of sending data to the root. Having received thereconf , the grid

head needs to do the following: First, it broadcasts the messages to the nodes in its own grid. Second, based

on the information attached with these messages, it finds the parent for each node in the grid, so that the cost

of sending packets from the node to the root is minimized. Finally, as shown in Figure 6(b), it sends areconf

which includes the location and cost of each node in the grid, to the heads of its neighboring grids that are far

away from the root, and these grid heads will repeat the same process until all nodes in the monitor region

are added to the tree. Based on the property of the grid structure, the grid head ofg0 may not be within the

communication range of the grid head ofg5; g6; g7, or g8. Hence it only sendsreconf to the grid heads of

g1; g2; g3; g4, and let them to further propagate thereconf requests. Also, each ordinary node needs to find

its parent that can minimize its cost to send packets to the root based on the information gathered from the

grid head. A formal description of this algorithm is shown in Figure 7.
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Notations:

� gi: a grid.g0 is the grid of the new root.

� li: a list recording the locations of the nodes in gridgi and the cost for sending packets to the root.
Formally,li = fhk; e(k;R)i j k is a node ingig.

� reconf(R; li): a reconfiguration message sent by the head ofgi.

� di;j: the distance between nodei and nodej.

ProcedureMinEngPath(R; l1; l2)

Sort items inl1 in the increasing order ofdi;R, wherehi; e(i; R)i is an item inl1.
for eachhi; e(i; R)i 2 l1

find hj; e(j;R)i 2 l2, such that(8hk; e(k;R)i 2 l2)(e(i; j) + e(j;R) � e(i; k) + e(k;R));
nodei’s parent is set toj, e(i; R) = e(i; j) + e(j;R);
l2 = l2 + fhi; e(i; R)ig;

The Sequential Tree Reconfiguration Algorithm

(C.1) R sendsreconf to nodes in its grid,g0. Those nodes callMinEngPath(R; l0; ;) to compute their
costs and parents.

(C.2) R sendsreconf(R; l0) to the head of each neighboring grid.

(C.3) When the head ofgi receivesreconf(R; lj) and it has some member nodes within the monitor
range:

if gi has receivedreconf from any neighboring grids that are closer toR then
callMinEngPath(R; li;

S
lj)

sendreconf(R; li) to the head of each neighboring grid that is far away fromR.

Figure 7: The Sequential Tree Reconfiguration Algorithm
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4.3.3 Localized Reconfiguration

The sequential reconfiguration algorithm has some drawbacks. During each reconfiguration process, large

lists containing the information about all nodes in a grid are transmitted between grids, and are broadcast

within grids. This may create significant amount of traffic, especially when the node density is very high or

the reconfiguration is frequent. In this section, we propose a localized reconfiguration scheme which provides

two optimizations to address this problem.

In the first optimization, we can remove the cost information from the reconfiguration message since a

heuristic can be used to estimate the cost, as long as the distance between two nodes is known. Based on

the results from [17], the cost of sending one unit of information from nodei to nodej can be estimated by

� � v(di;j), where� > 1 is a system parameter used to estimate the relationship between the minimum cost

and the real cost. A large� means a high cost. In our simulations,� is set to2:0. v(x) is a function defined

asc � (a=c)1=2 � x+ a � (a=c)�1=2 � x, wherea andc are parameters related to the power model. It has been

proved thatv(di;j) is the minimum cost for sending one unit of information from nodei to nodej [17]. To

implement this idea,MinEngPath of Figure 7 should be modified as follows:

MinEngPath(R, i, l2)

(1) find hj; e(j;R)i 2 l2, such that

(8hk; e(k;R)i 2 l2)fe(i; j) + � � v(dj;R) � e(i; k) + � � v(dk;R)g

(2) nodei changes its parent to bej; e(i; R) = e(i; j) + � � v(dj;R).

In the second optimization, the information about the node locations can be removed from the messages,

if the receiver has got this information about the sender recently. This can be easily implemented by caching

the location information about other nodes for some time, and certainly under the assumption that nodes do

not move frequently.

Comparing to the sequential reconfiguration scheme, this scheme can greatly reduce the reconfiguration

overhead. This overhead reduction can be significant when the node density is high or when the reconfigu-

ration is frequent. However, the tree constructed by this scheme may have high data collection overhead in

terms of energy when compared to the sequential reconfiguration, especially when the node density is low.

Thus, there is tradeoff between the reconfiguration overhead and data collection overhead, and we will use

simulations to evaluate the overall energy consumption of both schemes under different system settings.

5 Performance Evaluations

5.1 The Simulation Model

We developed a simulator based onns2 (version 2.1b8a) [16], to evaluate and compare the performance of

the o-DCTC scheme and the proposed practical solutions. In this simulator, the MAC protocol is based on
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IEEE 802.11, and the tworay ground propagation model is adopted. The transmission range of each node

can be10m, 20m, 30m and40m, and the transmission power used to support each of the above transmission

range is calculated using the model in [8]. Sensor nodes are distributed over a500 � 500m2 flat field, which

is divided into17 � 17m2 grids. In each experiment,5000 or 1500 sensor nodes are deployed to simulate a

dense setting or a sparse setting.

To simulate the movement of a target, we use a mobility model similar to [21]. In this model, we consider

the following characteristics of a moving target: First, the acceleration of the target is highly correlated, i.e.,

if it is accelerating at timet, it is likely to continue accelerating at timet+1. Second, the target may also have

sudden and unexpected changes in acceleration. We use acommand accelerationto generate the unexpected

changes in acceleration, which is modeled as a Markov chain with a finite number of states,C0; C1; � � � ; C8

(Ci = i � 0:5 � 2:0). The transition probability fromCi to Cj, denoted as�i;j, is 0:5 if i = j and0:0625

if i 6= j. We also use arandom accelerationto model the gap between adjacent and highly correlated

acceleration states, and it is uniformly distributed between�1:0 and1:0. At the beginning of the simulation,

we assume that the target shows up at the center of the field with an arbitrary initial moving direction and

velocity. When evaluating the prediction-based scheme, the movement of the target can be predicted with

an accuracy ofp, varying from0:6 to 0:9. A mis-prediction happens when the acceleration of the target is

changed, but predicted to be unchanged. Table 1 lists most of the simulation parameters.

Table 1: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Values
field size (m2) 500� 500

number of nodes 5000 (dense setting) or1500 (sparse setting)
communication range (m) 10:0, 20:0,30:0 or 40:0
radius of the monitoring region surround-
ing a target (m)

50:0

simulation time for each scenario (s) 25:0
maximum speed of a mobile target:vm
(m=s)

2:0� 20:0

prediction accuracy (p) 0:6� 1:0
size of a control message (join, prune,
reconf ) (byte)

10

size of the information about a node
used in tree expansion and reconfiguration
(byte)

16 (sequential scheme) or12 (localized scheme)

size of a sensing report:sr (byte) 40 or 100

5.2 Simulation Results

In this section, we compare different tree expansion, pruning and reconfiguration schemes in terms of tree

coverage and energy consumption. In most cases, the 95% confidence interval for the measured data is less

than 6% of the sample mean. Only in some cases (Figure 10), the 95% confidence interval is about 10% of
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the sample mean and has been shown in the figure.

5.2.1 Comparing the Tree Expansion and Pruning Schemes
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Figure 8: Comparing the conservative scheme and the prediction-based scheme

We first compare the performance of the conservative scheme, the prediction-based scheme and the o-

DCTC scheme in terms of average tree coverage and energy consumption, and then study the impact of

some system parameters on the system performance. When comparing the conservative scheme and the

prediction-based scheme, the same tree reconfiguration scheme (i.e., the sequential reconfiguration scheme

with parametersdm = 5m and� = 0:5) is used.

As shown in Figure 8 (a), the conservative scheme achieves larger tree coverage than the prediction-based

scheme. However, as shown in Figure 8 (b), the prediction-based scheme consumes much less energy than

the conservative scheme. This is due to the fact that the conservative scheme conservatively expands a convoy

tree to include all nodes whose distance to the current target is less thands+vt(1+�), whereas the prediction-

based scheme relies on prediction to include only a small group of nodes in the tree. With complete knowledge

of the network topology and the movement trace of the target, the o-DCTC scheme expands the convoy tree

to include and only include the nodes that are within the monitoring region of the target. Thus, it achieves a

coverage of100%, and consumes less energy than the other two schemes. Although the o-DCTC scheme has

the best performance, it is not practical in real sensor networks. Among the two practical schemes, we prefer

the prediction scheme, because it saves lots of energy when compared with the conservative scheme, and it

can achieve a high tree coverage and low energy consumption close to the o-DCTC scheme.

Both the tree coverage and the energy consumption of the conservative scheme are affected by parameter

�. As described in the conservative scheme,� specifies the scope of velocity change that can be tolerated by

the scheme, and affects the number of nodes that should be included in the tree. Ifds andvt are fixed, a large

� results in a large tree coverage and large energy consumption. As shown in Figure 8, both the coverage

and the energy consumption of the conservative scheme increase as� increases. From the description of the
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conservative scheme, we know that the velocity of the target is another factor affecting the number of nodes

that should be included in the convoy tree. Ifds and� are fixed, the number of nodes in the tree increases

asvt increases. This has been verified in Figure 8 (b), where the energy consumption of the conservative

scheme increases as the velocity increases.

Prediction accuracy affects the tree coverage and the energy consumption of the prediction-based scheme.

As shown in Figure 8 (b), the tree coverage becomes smaller as the prediction accuracy decreases, since some

nodes within the monitoring region of the target may not be included in the tree. Prediction accuracy also

affects the energy consumption of the prediction-based scheme. After a mis-prediction is found, nodes that

should not be added to the tree will be pruned, and nodes within the monitoring region but not in the tree

will be added. Since these operations increase the energy consumption, as shown in Figure 8 (b), the energy

consumption increases as the prediction accuracy drops.

The velocity of the target affects the tree coverage and the energy consumption of the prediction-based

scheme. When the movement direction of a target is mis-predicted, a larger velocity results in a larger distance

between the predicted location and the actual location of the target, and a larger distance in turn results in

a larger decrement in the tree coverage. This has been verified by Figure 8 (a), where the tree coverage

decreases as the velocity increases. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 8 (b), when the velocity increases,

the membership of the tree changes more frequently and the tree needs to be reconfigured more frequently,

which increases the energy consumption.

5.2.2 Fine-Tuning the Reconfiguration Scheme
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Figure 9: Fine-tuning the sequential reconfiguration scheme

Before evaluating the performance of the tree reconfiguration scheme, we need to choose the appropriate

values for parametersdm and�. Since it is difficult to find the values suitable for all scenarios, we tune the

parameters to minimize the energy consumption only in some representative scenarios. In these simulations,
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the prediction-based scheme (with prediction accuracy of0:8) is used for tree expansion and pruning. The

results of fine-tuning the sequential reconfiguration scheme are shown in Figure 9. We also get similar results

when fine-tuning the localized reconfiguration scheme (not shown).

Figure 9 shows the results of tuning the sequential scheme when the maximum velocity of the target is

10m=s and the sensing report size is100bytes. From this figure, we can see that the energy consumption

increases as the parameterdm increases. This is due to the fact that, whendm is large, the tree can not be

reconfigured (optimized) promptly, resulting in large energy consumption for data collection. Due to the same

reason, as shown in the figure, the energy consumption increases as� increases, except when bothdm and�

are small. The energy consumption is minimized whendm and� are both small (dm = 5m and� = 0:5 in

this case).

5.2.3 Comparing the Reconfiguration Schemes

In this subsection, we compare the performance of the sequential reconfiguration scheme and the localized

reconfiguration scheme in terms of energy consumption, using the same tree expansion and pruning scheme

(i.e., the prediction-based scheme). As we know, the total energy consumption includes three parts: tree

expansion and pruning, tree reconfiguration, and data collection. In the following, we compare the energy

consumption of the reconfiguration schemes in detail.

Energy consumed by tree expansion and pruning:
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Figure 10: Energy consumption due to tree expansion and pruning

Figure 10 compares both reconfiguration schemes in terms of the energy consumed by tree expansion and

pruning. As the velocity increases, more nodes should be added to or pruned from the tree. This increases the

energy consumed by tree expansion and pruning. Thus, as shown in Figure 10, the energy consumption of

each scheme increases as the velocity increases. From the figure, we can also see that the energy consumption

of the localized scheme is less than the sequential scheme. This is due to the fact that, when adding nodes
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to the tree, the localized reconfiguration scheme consumes less energy than the sequential reconfiguration

scheme, since it requires less information transmitted between grids and less information broadcast within

grids. The energy saving becomes more significant when the velocity or the node density increases, since

more nodes need to be added to the tree in these two cases.

Energy consumed by tree reconfiguration:
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Figure 11: Comparing the energy consumption due to tree reconfiguration

Figure 11 compares both schemes in terms of the energy consumed by tree reconfiguration. When the

velocity of the target increases, as shown in Figure 11, the energy consumed by tree reconfiguration also

increases because the tree is reconfigured more frequently. From Figure 11, we can also see that, the local-

ized scheme consumes less energy for tree reconfiguration than the sequential scheme, since it requires less

information transmitted between grids and less information broadcast within grids.

Energy consumed by data collection:

Table 2: Energy consumption per second for data collection (mW )

The Sequential ReconfigurationThe Localized Reconfiguration

Dense,sr = 40bytes 5:137884� 0:036342 5:377100� 0:038034
Dense,sr = 100bytes 13:137774� 0:092927 13:528830� 0:095693

Sparse,sr = 40bytes 2:300998� 0:048827 2:729444� 0:057918
Sparse,sr = 100bytes 5:733158� 0:121657 6:577812� 0:139580

Table 2 compares both reconfiguration schemes in terms of the energy consumed by data collection. In

the sequential reconfiguration scheme, each node is aware of the cost of the nodes in its own grid and its

neighboring grids that are close to the root. Based on the knowledge, this scheme guarantees that each node

can find an optimal path that has the minimum cost of sending reports to the root. However, when using the

localized scheme, a heuristic is used for a node to find its parent node, and this approach can not guarantee

that each node can find the optimal path that has the minimum cost of sending reports to the root. Thus, the
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data collection part consumes less energy in the sequential reconfiguration than that in the localized scheme.

The performance difference between these two schemes is affected by the node density. Under dense

setting, the difference is small because the heuristic used in the localized scheme is effective, due to the

reasons explained in Section 4.3.3. As shown in Table 2, the localized scheme consumes only3%�5% more

energy than the sequential scheme. However, the difference becomes larger under sparse setting, where the

localized scheme consumes15%� 20% more energy than the sequential scheme.

Overall energy consumption:
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Figure 12: Comparing the energy consumption of the sequence reconfiguration and the localized reconfigu-
ration

We now compare both reconfiguration schemes in terms of the overall energy consumption. Under dense

setting, as shown in Figure 12 (a) and Figure 12 (b), the performance of the localized scheme is better than the

sequential scheme, because the localized scheme significantly outperforms the sequential scheme in terms of

the energy consumption for tree expansion and pruning (as shown in Figure 10 (a)) and tree reconfiguration

(as shown in Figure 11). Although the sequential scheme outperforms the localized scheme in terms of the
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energy consumed by data collection (as shown in Table 2), the difference is small. These figures also show

that the energy saving becomes larger as the velocity of the target increases, because the energy saving of

the localized reconfiguration scheme for tree expansion, pruning and tree reconfiguration increases as the

velocity gets larger, and the energy consumed by data collection is not affected by velocity changes.

Figure 12 (c) and Figure 12 (d) show the results under sparse setting. Different from the results under dense

setting, the sequential reconfiguration scheme outperforms the localized reconfiguration scheme, because the

localized scheme consumes much larger energy for data collection (10%� 18%) than the sequential scheme.

At the same time, the energy saving of the localized scheme for tree expansion/pruning (as shown in Figure

10 (b)) and tree reconfiguration (as shown in Figure 11) is small. However, if the velocity is large and the

sensing report size is small, as shown in Figure 12 (c), the performance difference between the localized

scheme and the sequential scheme becomes less significant, because the localized scheme can save large

amount of energy in tree reconfiguration when the velocity is large (as shown in Figure 11).

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we defined a new problem called dynamic convoy tree-based collaboration (DCTC), which

can be applied to detect and track a moving target. We formalized the problem as an optimization problem

which needs to find a convoy tree sequence with high tree coverage and low energy consumption. We first

proposed an optimal solution based on dynamic programming. Considering the real constraints of a sensor

network, we then proposed several practical implementation techniques. For tree expansion and pruning, we

proposed two schemes: the conservative scheme and the prediction-based scheme. For tree reconfiguration,

the sequential reconfiguration scheme and the localized reconfiguration scheme were presented. Simulation

results showed that the prediction-based scheme outperforms the conservative scheme, and it can achieve

a relatively high coverage and low energy consumption close to the optimal solution. When the same tree

expansion and pruning scheme is used, the localized reconfiguration performs better when the node density

is high, and the trend is reversed when the node density is low. The paper defines an important problem and

lays out a theoretical foundation. We expect the new problem will spawn a new area of research in the near

future.
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